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ABSTRACT 
The four lunations between 19 February and 19 June, 
1974 produced a lower number of lunar range measurements 
than is usual for this period of time. A laser modifica-
tion conducted in early February was not completely 
successful and resulted in a considerable loss of data. 
Nonetheless, the operations for the period produced at 
least 83 lunar range measurements, including seven on the 
French-Soviet reflector in the crater Le Monnier. 
I. Operations During the Quarter 
A. Summary: The operations for the four lunations 
covered by this report are summarized in the daily log 
sheets which are presented in Appendix A. The sum totals 
for several categories have been presented in Table I. The 
most characteristic feature relative to other lunations is 
the low average signal strength as characterised by the num-
ber of photoelectrons per shot on each of the 3 Apollo cor-
ner reflectors. The value for the Apollo 15 reflector, for 
instance, is only about 1/3 the average for the previous· 
calendar year in spite of essentially average weather condi-
tions.This is, of course, reflected in a lower success rate 
(58%) and an enormous shot load placed on the laser. The 
reasons for this performance are now apparent, and are of 
further importance because they relate to a number of pre-
vious difficulties which we have had with the rang~ng data. 
The equipment anomalies which resulted in the lower single 
levels during the last four lunations will be the subject 
of much of the rest of this report. 
It has been generally true that almost no changes are 
made to the Laser Ranging system without requiring a certain 
amount of de-bugging. The tight interaction between the 
optical, electronic and human elements creates a situation 
where even the most minor of modifications sometimes 
adversely affects the close balance which is required to 
obtain good ranging data. Unfortunately, it is not humanly 
possible to monitor all aspects of the lunar ranging equipment 
2. 
Table I 
LRRR Number Number Number Number Aver. (PEh of attempts of shots of returns of ranges sig. . ~ ot) 
11 14 4240 46 7 .011 
14 26 7993 95 10 .012 
15 92 27,976 539 58 .019 
21 9 1741 44 7 .025 
All 
LRRR 144 41,950 724 82 .01725 
Success rate = 58% 
during the actual firings. One must concentrate his attention 
on those parameters which have proven by their past perfor-
mance to require the closest monitoring. Most of the prob-
lems during the last four lunations were caused by the laser 
sporadically creating a long pulse. The long laser pulse 
caused the lunar returns to be spread in a fashion which 
closely mimics that which would be caused by anomalies in 
the timing electronics. Since the laser has been one of our 
most reliable components, most of the effort for nearly two 
months went into checking and rechecking the electromcs for 
the failure mode which would create the spread in the lunar 
returns. It was not until early May before the difficulty 
was finally traced to the laser, and nearly the end of the 
month before a suitable correction was finally made. 
The long laser pulse failure is fortunately not a dan-
gerous malfunction, in the sense that it cannot fake what is 
3. 
apparently good laser data. It will, however, greatly lower 
the signal from the lunar corner reflectors and hence the 
number of acquisitions which can be made. The extent to 
which the problem affects our acquisition rate can be seen 
by comparing the early June data, shortly after the laser 
was fixed, with that of the previous three months in the 
reporting period. The six successive acquisitions on the 
Lunakhod 21 reflector are testimony in themselves to the 
effect that the failure had on the previous data rates. It 
merely serves as a reminder of how narrow an edge must be 




Personnel: Two personnel changes were made during 
this reporting period. M. Villarreal resigned from service 
after about one year with the laser project and was replaced 
with T. Carillo, a night assistant. 
On the first of June, E. Silverberg returned from his 
relocation on Maui to resume the duties of Supervisor of 
Operations. Ed Barker performed admirably during Silverberg's 
absence and the project was indeed fortunate to have such a 
man available for the supervisory duties. 
Travel: In addition to Silverberg's travel related 
to the Maui relocation, he and Barker traveled to Boulder 
during February to attend the Lure meeting. In addition, 
Silverberg traveled once to Galveston to consult with the 
Marine Institute regarding the possible mobile laser station, 
and once to Boulder for the purpose of discussing the pro-
gress on the Maui flyseye receiver. 
Publications: A report on two years of operations 
was published in Applied Optics during March, 1974. 
5. 
II. R&D: Laser Modification 
The only system modification which culminated during 
this reporting period was the conversion of the K-2600 Laser 
to use thin film polarizers in the oscillator section in 
lieu of calcite prisms. The calcite prisms have, over the 
last five years, proven to be the most costly replacement 
item both financially and in terms of lost laser runs. It 
was hoped that the thin film devices built by Laser Energy 
would be more durable. This additional durability is 
believed to be essential if we are to later shorten the 
laser pulse in an upgraded McDonald system. 
Figure I shows the laser cavity as it was modified to 
use the thin film polarizing devices. These thin film 
devices have the property that the S wave polarization 
reflects with the approximately 99% efficiency while the P 
polarization will be transmitted through the device with 
approximately 92% efficiency. Thus, it is possible for 
the Pockels Cell to make and break the laser cavity with 
half wave changes in the retardation as required by our 
PTM system. All the optical components are in the same 
vertical plane and we have the option of using two or 
three thin film devices as required by the system. Polar-
izer No. 3 is merely used as a mirror and could be replaced 
with any damage resistant reflector. Polarizers I and 2 
are used in series to reject the S wave polarization as 
completely as possible and prevent prelase during the 
flash lamp population inversion buildup_ Even though we 
6. 
expect long life times from this particular component, all 
three are held in a single block of aluminum such that any 
one can be quickly replaced with very little effect on the 
laser alignment. This is a great advantage over our cal-
cite prisms which required a time consuming system align-
ment following each failure. 
First tests with the thin film polarizers were very 
discouraging. We had the misfortune to receive a bad 
batch of polarizers which very quickly damaged during the 
laser firings. We did, however, operate with the damaged 
polarizers for several weeks, rotating the devices to 
undamaged areas as they began to become unusable. This 
period of operation proved to be our undoing with regard 
to the acquisition rate. Both because of the damage on 
the thin film devices, as well as their intrinsically 
poor transmission of the P wave polarization, the oscil-
lator cavity has considerably lower gain in this configura-
tion than it did with the old calcite prisms. The result 
was that the inverting cable used to time the output of 
the pulse out of the oscillator cavity was not long enough 
to permit the entire population inversion to be transferred 
into optical energy. The result was that the remaining 
energy in the ruby cavity leaked out in a 20-40 nanosecond 
pulse slightly after the main 3 nanosecond burst. This is 
a difficult failure mode to notice unless the amplitude of 
the longer pulse exceeds about 0.2 the amplitude in the 3 
nanosecond ~TM pulse. The longer pulse may contain as much 
.0lIl rv 17 INCHES ~ 
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FIGURE I : SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF THE MODIFIED LASER OSCILLATOR CAVITY 
SHOWING THE LOCATION OF THE THREE THIN FILM POLARIZERS 
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as from 1/2 to 2/3 of the total energy which is seen by the 
laser operator on his photodiode energy monitor. Thus, the 
number of photoelectrons which are available to appear in 
a 4 or 5 nanosecond grouping, and thus be interpreted by 
the laser crew as signal, is very much lower than expected. 
This not only causes the telescope observer to search wide 
areas on the lunar surface looking for the corner reflector 
but to later interpret the results of the run as poor 
timing equipment due to an anomalous photoelectron distri-
bution with a 20 to 40 nanosecond spread. 
Once the failure mode was recognized we had a choice 
of either lengthening the inverting cable which dumps the 
energy out of the PTM cavity or in some other way increas-
ing the gain of the Korad oscillator. It was found that 
shortening the laser cavity by approximately 4 inches was 
sufficient increase in gain such that the system operated 
correctly. If we are able to successfully operate in the 
present configuration for a month or so, we will attempt 
to go further by shortening the cavity to approximately 
12 inches and installing a faster Pockels Cell. In this 
manner we hope to have the laser running with a pulse 
width of less than 2 nanoseconds before the next quarterly 
report. 
9. 
III. Data Reduction Documentation 
A. Comment on the Calibration Accuracy: The calibra-
tion data for this reporting period is included, as usual, 
in Appendix B. At the expense of some redundancy let us 
reiterate the manner in which the calibration constants 
are derived. When feedback calibration data is available 
the calibration ~onstant is determined by the arithmetic 
mean for all of the feedback returns which are within +4 
nanoseconds of the mode of the distribution. The uncer-
tainty is estimated as 2.5 nanoseconds divided by the 
square root of the number of feedback returns present. 
This rather simple algorithm can cause some anomalous 
effects in the calibration constants as shown by the data 
in early June. Note that, even though the calibrations 
constants are believed to be accurate to better than +200 
picoseconds, their day to day variations are much greater 
than this. This effect is caused by the variation in 
laser pulse shape (coupled with the rather simple averag-
ing process) and is not in anyway connected with variations 
in the delays in the timing electronics. The electronics 
are believed to be stable to within ~50 picoseconds over 
a period of one week. Presumably if the lunar returns 
are processed in the same manner as these calibration data, 
the calibration correction will be valid at the level 
stated. We may wish to upgrade the averaging algorithm at 
some later date such as to make the effects of pulse shape 
less obvious. 
10. 
B. Time Interval Meter Problems: 
Problem: It is apparent that despite repeated 
de-bugging the time interval meter still miscounts on 
occasion producing returns which are an integral number 
of 50 nanoseconds out of position. 
Cause: The miscounting in the time interval 
meter is most probably due to electrical noise which adds 
bits to the counter during the 2 and 1/2 second interval. 
The source of the noise is as yet unknown. 
Recovery: The Lunar Ranging data could be pro-
cessed to look for and possibly include points which are 
an integral number of 50 nanoseconds away from the true 
residual. As yet the amount of data affected, however, 
is relatively small and does not warrent the additional 
analysis effort. It is considered quite unlikely that 
this failure will produce a bad residual range with the 
current rather tight statistical criteria. 
Cure: The obvious cure is to replace this elec-
tronics with a version which shows higher immunity to 
electrical noise. Hopefully the upgrade version which is 
planned for installation during the fall will satisfy 
these criteria. 
11. 
C. Anomalies Due to Laser Pulse Width: The longer 
laser pulse malfunction which is described in Section II can 
have one of two effects on the data. First, it could 
create a long tail on the return photoelectron distribu-
tion making the pulse width averaging difficult. And, 
secondly, it might create a false return as much as 40 
nanoseconds after the true 3 nanosecond distribution. 
Both possibilities are unlikely to cause us much harm if 
fairly strict statistical criteria are used on the data 
as well as adhering to the averaging of only those returns 
which are plus or minus 4 nanoseconds from the mode of the 
distribution. Those instances which can still creep 
through into the normal point data will be few enough in 








19 FEBRUARY, 1974 
to 
19 JUNE, 1974 

STATION LOG, MARCH, 1974 
DATE DAY (GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. OF SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
Feb. 26 057 19:30-01:30 clouds cancelled 
Feb. 27 058 20:30-02:30 cancelled elec1;-
ronic problems 
Feb. 28 059 22:30 79 453/0 6/0 clear 4-7 
00:00 clouds cancelled 
02:30 80 420/0 4/0 cirrus 2 
March 1 060 22:00-04:00 clouds cancelled 
March 2 061 23:00-05:00 clouds cancelled 
March 3 063 00:00-06:00 clouds cancelled 
March 4 064 01:00 81 157/3 0/3 cirrus 3 stopped clouds 
04:00-07:00 clouds cancelled 
March 5 065 02:30-08:00 clouds cancelled 
March 6 066 03:00 82 62/3 7/3 cloudy 3 stopped clouds 
06:00 clouds cancelled 
09:30 83 222/3 9/3 cirrus 3 
84 285/0 0/0 cirrus 3 
March 7 067 03:30-09:30 clouds cancelled 
March 9 068 05:10 85 242/3 17/3 clear 4 
08:00-11:00 clouds cancelled 
March 10 069 05:00-08:00 clouds cancelled 
10:00 7-9 cancelled seeiIg 
March 11 070 06:00 86 330/3 9/3 clear 4-6 poor seeing, tel-
escope tracking 
poorly 
09:00 87 327/3 0/3 clear" 3 telescope track 
ing poorly 
12:00 88 375/3 9/3 clear 3-4 " " " 
March 12 071 07:00 89 352/3 0/3 cirrus 3 
10:00 90 184/0 0/0 cirrus 2 
91 145/3 0/3 cirrus 2 stopped clouds 
12:30 clouds cancelled 
March 13 072 09:00 clouds cancelled 
13:00 92 283/3 0/3 clouds 4 stopped clouds 
March 14 073 10:00-14:00 clouds cancelled 
March 15 074 10:30 93 140/3 14/3 clear 3-4 
94 235/2 12/2 clear 3-4 
13:40 95 368/3 8/3 clear 4 
DATE DAYCGMT2 TIME RUN NO. 
March 16 075 11:00 96 
97 
15:00 
March 17 076 11:30 98 
14:00 
16:00 
March 18 077 12:30 99 
100 
15:00 
Totals for Mar.:h 
STATION LOG, MARCH 1974 
NO. OF SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
302/2 9/2 clear 3 image motion 
153/3 0/3 clear 3 " " 
clear 5-7 cancelled seeing 
contrast 
331/2 12/2 clear 4 image motion 
cirrus 5-7 cancelled seeing, 
contrast 
cirrus 5-7 " " " 
340/3 10/3 clear 3 
166/2 10/2 clear 3 
clouds cancelled clouds 







STATION LOG APRIL 1974 
DATE DAY (GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. OF SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
March 27t ' - 086 21:00 101 305/3 5/3 Clear 3-4 Blew thin film PTM 
23:30 Clear Cancelled Laser 
repair 
March 28 087 21.00 Clear Cancelled " " 
2~:00 102 376/3 0/3 Clear 3-4 
00:00 103 334/0 3?/0 Clear 3-4 Telescope jumping 
due to wind 
March 29 088 21:00 Clear 6-8 Poor Contrast see-
ing 
23:30 104 643/3 8/3 Clear Checking elec-
tronics 
01:35 105 193/3 11/3 Clear 3 
106 370/0 10/0 Clear 3 
March 30 090 Cancelled poor 
seeing 
00:02 107 371/3 7/3 Clear 3 
02:30 108 520/3 ?/3 Clear 3 Probably 30 return 
March 31 091 23:05 Clouds Cancelled Clouds 
and dust 
April 1 092 00:00 Clear Cancelled TDG 
problems 
03:06 Cloudy Cancelled clouds 
and dust 
April 2 093 01:05 Dusty Cancelled Dust and-
high winds 
., 
STATION LOG APRIL 1974 
DATE Date (GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. of SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
April 3 094 01~30 Clear Cancelled elect-
to timing problems 05:00 
April 4 095 02:30 Clear " " " 
to 
07::30 
April 5 096 03:40 109 579/3 14/3 Clear 2 
08:00 110 341/3 0/3 Clear 4-5 TDG Failure 
April 6 097 04 ;;30 111 390/3 0?/3 Clear 3-6 " " 
09~00 112 402/3 0?/3 Clear 3-6 " " 
April 7 098 05:30 113 270/3 0?/3 Clear 3 " " 
10:15 Clear 7-9 Cancelled poor 
seeing 
April 8 099 07:30 114 272/3 10/3 Clear 3 
115 191/0 0/0 clear 3 
11:30 116 370/:5 0/3 Clear 3 
April 9 100 08:00 Cloudy Cancelled,clouds 
12:00 Clear Cancelled Laser 
problems 
April 11 101 08:00 Clear Cancelled, high 
winds 
12:00 Clear 10-15 Bad seeing 
April 12 102 08:30 117 331/ ~5 8/3 Clear 4 Laser failure 
12:30 Clear Repairing laser 
April 13 103 09:30 118 45/ :5 11/3 Clear 3 
119 339/2 6?/2 Clear 
DATE DAY (GMT) 
April 13 103 
April 14 104 
April 15 105 
April 16 106 
April 17 107 
April 18 108 


























RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
6?/3 clear 4 
clear windy & dusty 
cloudy windy & dusty 
0/2 clear 4 
clear 6 poor seeing 
0/3 clear 3 
clear 3-4 cancelled poor 
contrast 
clear cancelled clouds 
clear 4 cancelled,contrast 
?/2 clear 3 




STATION LOG MAY 1974 
DATE DAY (GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. OF SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
April 27 117 1600 cloudy cancelled 
2200 cloudy cancelled 
April 28 118 1600 cloudy cancelled 
2200 cloudy cancelled 
April 29 119 2300 cloudy cancelled 
0200 cloudy cancelled 
0400 124 353/3 22/3 clear 4 
April 30 120 2330 cloudy cancelled 
0230 raining cancelled 
0530 clear high humidity 
May 1 122 0015 125 324/3 4?/3 clear 2 
0445 126 236/3 12/3 clear 2 
127 336/2 5?/2 clear 2 
0630 128 375/3 8/3 clear 4 
May 2 123 0100 129 141/3 10/3 clear 2 
130 244/2 13/2 clear 2 
131 234/0 7/0 clear 2 
0415 132 271/3 11/3 clear 3 
133 270/0 6/0 clear 4 
0700 134 369/3 7/3 clear 3 
May 3 124 0215 cloudy cancelled 
0415 135 437/3 6?/3 dusty 4 
0715 clear laser failure -fuse 
blown in capacitor 
STATION LOG MAY"1974 
DATE DAY (GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. OF SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
May 4 125 0430 136 341/3 7/3 clear 4 telescope jumping 
0630 137 395/3 6?/3 clear 5 telescope jumping 
0845 cloudy foggy, cancelled 
May 5 126 0430 cloudy 8-10 cancelled seeing 
0730 cloudy cancelled 
1000 cloudy cancelled 
May 7 127 0500 cloudy cancelled 
0900 cloudy cancelled 
May 8 128 0630 138 411/3 13/3 clear 3-4 
139 232/0 ?/O clear 3-4 
1030 140 731/3 10?/3 clear 3 
May 9 129 0715 cloudy cancelled 
1100 cloudy cancelled 
May 10 130 0800 141 494/3 8?/3 clear 3 
1200 142 529/3 ?/3 clear 3-4 
May 11 131 0900 143 296/3 ? /3 clear 2 energy varying 
1100 144 380/3 13/3 clear 3 
145 480/0 8/0 clear 3 
1400 146 451/3 ? /3 cirrus 4 
May 12 132 0900 147 437/3 8/3 clear 2-4 
1200 148 242/3 10/3 clear 3 
149 483/2 ? /2 clear 3 
DATE DAY (GMT) TIME 
May 12 132 1500 
May 13 133 1000 
1230 
1400 
May 14 134 1010 
1300 
1500 
May 15 135 1030 
1345 
1530 
May 16 136 1130 
1400 
1600 
May 17 137 1200 
1415 
TOTALS FOR MAY 
STATION LOG MAY 1974 



























RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
0/3 clear 3 poor contrast 
cloudy cancelled 
cloudy cancelled 
0/3 clear 4 
9/3 clear 4 
0/2 cirrus 4 
cloudy cancelled 
0/3 clear 4 
12/3 clear 3 
0/2 clear 3 
0/3 clear 4 poor contrast 
clear cancelled contrast 
cloudy cancelled 
7/3 clear 3-4 stopped by clouds 
cloudy cancelled,contrast 
0/3 clear 2 IBM 1800 failure 
on drives 
?/2 clear 3 




STATION LOG JUNE 1974 
BATE DAY (GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. OF SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
May 25 145 19:45 cloudy cancelled 
22:16 161 71/3 0/3 ptly.cldy. 3 stopped by clouds 
23:00 cloudy cancelled 
May 26 146 19:45 cloudy cancelled 
21:30 162 293/3 0/3 ptly cldy. 3 poor contrast 
147 00:00 163 447/3 9/3 ptly cldy. 3 
May 27 147 21:30 cloudy cancelled 
148 00:30 cloudy cancelled 
03:30 cloudy cancelled 
May 28 148 22:30 cloudy cancelled 
149 01:30 cloudy cancelled 
04:30 cloudy cancelled 
May 29 149 23:00 cloudy cancelled 
150 02:00 cloudy cancelled 
04:30 cloudy cancelled 
May 30 151 00:00 cloudy cancelled 
03:00 cloudy cancelled 
06:00 164 393/3 0/3 clear 4-6 
May 31 152 00:45 cloudy cancelled 
03:45 165 381/3 0/3 ptly cldy 3-5 
06:30 166 313/3 0/3 clear 3-4 
June 1 153 01:30 clear 6-8 canc. contrast seeing 
04:30 167 334/3 9/3 clear 2-3 
07:30 canc. system failure 
June 2 154 03:44 168 76/3 0/3 clear 3-4 stopped laser problems 
07:00 cloudy cancelled rain 
STATION LOG JUNE 1974 
DATE DAY (GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. OF SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
June 3 155 04:00 clear cancelled laser repair 
08:00 clear " " " 
June 5 156 05:00 169 271/3 7/3 ptly. cldy. 2-3 high zenith distance 
170 234/0 5/0 clear 2-3 
09:00 171 323/3 0/3 clear 4-5 high zenith distance 
June 6 157 06:00 172 138/3 7/3 cirrus 2 delay by cloud patches 
173 78/2 0/2 cirrus 2 " " " " 
10:00 cloudy cancelled 
June 7 158 06:00 174 239/3 9/3 clear 3-4 
09:30 175 416/3 8/3 clear 4-6 image motion 
12:00 cirrus 6 canc. seeing,contrast 
June 8 159 06:30 176 139/3 14/3 clear 3 
177 284/2 0/2 clear 3 
10:00 178 465/ :5 0/3 clear 4-6 bad image motion windy 
12:00 clear 4-6 cancelle~.seeiu~dbad lmage mo lon Wl 
June 9 160 07:00 clear 6-8 cancelled seeing 
10:00 179 281/3 8/3 clear 4-6 wiRdy, laser running Wl e 
180 270/0 0/0 clear 4 laser width 8ns. FWTM 
181 270/':'; 9/3 clear 4 
182 276/2: 0/2 clear 4 
13:15 clear 6 cance setinft , contrast lmag mo 10 
June 10 161 08:00 183 202/4 10/4 clear 2 runtdelapedbielescope cur aln ro ems 
184 95/3 14/3 clear 2 
11:00 185 93/3 9/3 clear 3 
186 190/4 8/4 clear 3 
187 283/0 0/0 clear 3 
STATION LOG JUNE 1974 
DATE DAY (GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. OF SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING _ COMMENTS 
June 10 161 11:00 188 359/2 0/2 clear 3 
189 140/3 10/3 clear 3 
14:00 190 448/3 7/3 clear 4 
June 11 162 08:30 191 143/3 9/3 cirrus 2 
192 104/4 2/4 cirrus 2 stopped by cirrus 
11:30 193 140/3 12/3 cirrus 3-4 
194 142/4 7/4 " " 
195 423/2 0/2 " 4-5 
15:00 196 221/3 9/3 clear 4-7 
197 340/4 0/4 " " 
June 12 163 09:30 198 143/3 9/3 cirrus 4 
199 227/4 6/4 " " 
11:40 200 71/3 9/3 cirrus 3 
201 164/4 9/4 " " 
202 463/2 7/2 " " 
14:00 203 94/3 8/3 clear " 
204 90/4 0/4 clear " blew laser coil & fuse 
June 13 164 10:30 205 270/3 9/3 clear 4-6 
206 282/4 4/4 " " 
207 228/2 0/2 " " 
14:00 208 281/3 8/3 " 4 
209 47/2 0/2 cirrus " stopped by clouds 
16:00 cloudy cancelled 
June 14 165 10:45 210 280/3 6/3 cirrus 4-5 
211 282/2 6/2 " " 
212 311/3 3/3 " " 
14:20 213 327/3 0/3 clear 
STATION LOG JUNE 1974 
DATE DAY (GMT) TIME RUN NO. NO. OF SHOTS RETURNS WEATHER SEEING COMMENTS 
June 14 165 16:00 clear 4 poor contrast canc. 
June 15 166 11:30 214 283/3 9/3 " 3 
215 226/2 7/2 " " 
14:30 216 274/2 7/2 " " poor contrast 
217 324/3 7/3 " 3 " " 
16:30 clear poor contrast canc. 
June 16 167 12:00 218 364/2 0/2 clear 2-3 
14:30 219 331/2 6/2 clear 3-4 poor cO.ntrast 
16:30 poor contrast canc. 
June 17 168 12:00 clear cancelled by FAA 
16:00 " conc. poor contrast 
" " " " 







LASER CALIBRATION DATA 
from 
19 FEBRUARY, 1974 
to 
19 JUNE, 1974 

SYSTEM CALIBRATION DATA 
The following pages contain the calibration con-
stants for the quarterly period covered by the present 
report. The categories A through D are explained 
below. 
A - This column contains the uncorrected calibra-
tion constant for the entire lunar ranging system as 
measured by a light emitting diode. It is approxi-
mately 5.5 nanoseconds higher than the final calibra-
tion value due to internal delays in the photodiode 
as well as geometric corrections. 
B - This column shows the results of calibrating 
only the relative delays between the photodiode and 
photomultiplier sides of the ranging system using a 
separate time-to-pulse height converter and a pulse 
height analyzer. 
C - This column gives the arithmetic mean of the 
feedback calibration return through the entire lunar 
ranging system as recorded during the actual lunar 
ranging by the system teletype. 
D - This column shows results of subtracting the 
2.9 nanosecond geometric correction from Column C. The 
units have been changed to tenths of nanoseconds and a 
minus sign added to coincide with how this additive 
constant appears on the preliminary data cards. Let-
ters A, B, C, and D follow the corrected calibration 
constant to indicate the relative accuracy, where: 
A = ~200 picoseconds; B = ~400 picoseconds; C = +600 
picoseconds; and D = +1000 picoseconds; E = 1.0-1.5 
nanoseconds. 
Ca1ib. Mar. 74 
31000F= 2800 A B C D 
Disc.= 170 Int.=10 







64 9.2 61D 
65 8.6 
66 9.7 61D 
67 
68 10.2 61D 
69 28.0 
70 9.5 28.0 9.7A -68A 
71 10.3 28.5 8.9B -60B 
72 9.1B -62B 
73 
74 10.0 29.5 8.9A -60A 
75 9.4A 29.5 8.5B -56B 
76 29.2 8.6B -57B 
77 10.0 8.9A -60A 
78 9.3 
Ca1ib. April 74 
13tH)8F V=2800 A B C D 
Disc.= 170 Int.::;;10 
Diff.= 50 G=2 
Date 
087 9.4 27.5 
-62D 
088 8.7 28.5 -62D 














096 10.1 29.0 -62D 
097 10.6 27.0 -62D 
098 11.9 29.0 -62D 





102 27.0 -62D 
103 10.0 28.0 -62D 
104 
-62D 
105 10.1 27.5 -62D 
106 10.6 -62D 
107 
-62D 
108 27.0 9.1B -62D 
CALIBRATION MAY 1974 
A B C D 
31000F V=2870 
disc.=2.0 G=O 
Delay box out 
DAY (GMT) 
120 13.9 9.0 12.7B -98B 
121 
122 9.5 12.4B -9SB 
123 12.1 9.0 12.4A -9SA 
124 12.5 9.0 14.3A -9SD 
125 10.9 12.8B -99B 
126 13.8 
127 
128 13.6 9.0 12.4A -9SA 
129 
130 12.2 9.0 12.2A -93A 
131 9.0 12.1A -92A 
132 13.0 9.0 11.9A -90A 
133 12.7 8. 5 12. SA -96A 
134 12.9 -94D 
135 11.6 9.0 11.7A -88A 
136 12.4 8.5 11.3B -88D 
137 12.9 8.0 -gOD 
JUNE CALIB. 1974 
A B C D 
145 11.7 
-73C 
146 12.5 7.0 
-76C 




151 12.7 7.5 10.3B -74B 
152 12.4 7.0 10.1A -72A 
153 11.6 10.2B -73B 
154 
155 
156 12.1 11.2A -83A 
157 9.0 8.0 10.0B -71B 
158 9.1 8.0 8.7A -58A 
195 9.3 7.5 9.1A -62A 
160 8.0 10.2A -73A 
161 11.8 8. 5 11.6A -87A 
162 9.0 1104A -85A 
163 900 11.6A -87A 
164 1300 805 1101A -82A 
165 1205 9.0 10 09A -80A 
166 1206 8.5 11.2A -83A 
167 12.7 80S 10.7B -78A 
